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The Ultimate HGLE Coupé, based on the Mercedes-Benz GLE Coupé, welcomes you to the 
world of HOFELE custom colours. A creation made for a private individual that brings 
together the best materials and attention to detail. 

Ultimate HGLE Coupé by HOFELE 
• Bespoke two-tone exterior finish - Tiffany Rose Gold over Amaranto Brown 

• HOFELE styling enhancements  

• HOFELE 23” Turbine forged alloy wheels  

• Bespoke luxury interior using the finest leathers 

The latest creation by HOFELE showcasing the “individual style” chosen by its owner is this 
Ultimate HGLE Coupé, which is finished in Tiffany Rose Gold over Amaranto Brown. 

 

     

The exterior is further enhanced by HOFELE with the addition of subtle and elegant chrome 
styling elements and the very striking HOFELE 23” Turbine forged alloy wheels, also finished 
in Tiffany Gold. 



    

 

The interior of this one-of-a-kind GLE Coupé by HOFELE has been completely re-upholstered 
in the finest ‘Porcelain White’ Nappa leather and ‘Anthracite’ Alcantara, using unique 
leather perforation designs, stitching patterns, and contrast piping. It is the attention to the 
detail and use of the highest quality materials that make Bespoke automobiles by HOFELE 
stand out above the rest. 

The colours of Bespoke automobiles by HOFELE 

Individual style is recognised when someone stands out from the crowd, stands above what 
is considered normal. In a world of luxury automobiles, HOFELE, the specialist German 
company, creates Bespoke vehicles based on Mercedes-Benz that really deliver style and 
exclusivity.  

HOFELE, based near Stuttgart (Germany), offers a range of exclusive enhancements for 
many current Mercedes-Benz models. The most famous being the iconic G-Wagon, other 
models to receive the HOFELE touch include the GLS, GLE, EQC and E-Class Cabriolet. 

Check out the video of the Ultimate HGLE Coupé and the other models by HOFELE at their 
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/user/hofeledesign 

 

https://www.youtube.com/user/hofeledesign


HOFELE-Design is an official partner of Mercedes-Benz AG for the enhancement of 
Mercedes-Benz passenger cars. Base vehicles can be supplied from Mercedes-Benz AG 
directly to HOFELE with the correct country specific specifications or supplied by clients 
wanting to enhance their existing vehicles.  

For more information visit http://www.hofele.com 

For Ultimate HGLE Coupé Images, click here. 

----- Ends ----- 

Note to editors: 

About HOFELE Design 

HOFELE-Design GmbH is an internationally recognised specialist in automotive design and 
engineering, located near Stuttgart, Germany. The company has been in the automotive 
design and engineering business for over 35 years. In 2018 HOFELE was appointed by 
Mercedes-Benz AG as an authorised partner for the enhancement and supply of Mercedes-
Benz passenger cars. Today HOFELE work exclusively with the Mercedes-Benz brand, 
developing and producing automotive styling products, technical components and 
automotive concepts. Under the HOFELE brand, the company also supplies complete 
vehicles based on Mercedes-Benz models. 

Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/HofeleDesignGmbH 

Twitter: http://www.twitter.com/HOFELE_GmbH 

Instagram: http://www.instagram.com/hofele_design_gmbh 

YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/hofeledesign 

 LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/company/hofele-design-gmbh 

 

PR contacts:  

For all media enquiries please contact Rebeca Álvarez, Marketing & Communications 
Manager at HOFELE-Design GmbH 

E-mail: alvarez@hofele.com 
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